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Antonio Gramsci (1971) underlined the fact that the capitalist hegemony was not merely
constructed through repressive instruments but also by means of cultural hegemony of the
bourgeoisie. Likewise, Adorno and Horkheimer (2002) claimed that, in modern societies, culture
has become a part of the ideological apparatus. Along with the Fordist mass production and
consumption paradigm, culture industry was characterized by standardized cultural goods in
every “sector” of culture. Following the structural crisis of 1973 and the transition to the PostFordist paradigm (Piore & Sabel, 1986), culture industry and the audio-visual production in
particular, experienced a fundamental transformation, diversifying its product range,
customizing and individualizing its goods targeting different consumer groups. In accordance
with the new paradigm, while video games as personalized audiovisual experiences became
popular, television channels were rapidly diversified to attract different spectator clusters in
1980s with the backing of the new cable TV technologies. Cultural consumerism in contemporary
digital platforms are characterized by even more flexible specialization, further
individualization, commodification and diversification like in the example of Netflix providing
personalized digital TV services (Shapiro 2020). Thanks to “data behaviorism” treating the big
data obtained by way of the users’ behavioral surplus (Rouvroy & Berns, 2013) enabled the
manufacture of individualized cultural goods which further incites the users’ consumptive drives,
promising easy pleasures founded on the individuals’ psychological consciousness shaped by
ideology. Against this background, this paper focuses on the increasing use of artificial
intelligence and algorithms in the culture industry in a period of transition from Fordism to PostFordist paradigm, with a view to revisit Frankfurt School’s critiques of mass society, in the context
of the contemporary digitalization of media. With a focus on Netflix, operating through
algorithmic behavior analyses, it stresses the contemporary relevance of Frankfurt school in its
critique of the individualization, specialization and the oxymoron of the ‘mass individual’.
Overall, the paper aims to think together Frankfurt School’s critiques of mass society and
contemporary analyses of digitalized media.
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